Practice listening for and identifying initial and ending digraphs by collecting seashells into digraph buckets.

Select 2+ buckets to sort seashells into, either initial consonant digraphs or ending consonant digraphs. Spread out the seashells on a table or around the classroom. Say the name of the picture on the seashell and identify the digraph sound that you hear. If the seashell matches any of your digraph buckets, collect the shell and place it on the bucket.

After collecting your seashells, complete the worksheets provided.
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Directions: Fill-in the correct consonant digraph at the beginning or end of each word.

- _____oe
- ______erries
- ______ermometer
- ______ale
- ______ick
- ______outh
Name ________________________________

Directions: Fill-in the correct consonant digraph at the beginning or end of each word.

pea_______  _______ark

sandwi_______  _______ick

blo_______  _______ree